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The cryptocurrency hype

Bitcoin to USD exchange rate, 2017 – 2018. Source: coinmarketcap.com



Mining
1. State + Nonce
2. Calculate hash
3. Compare to target
4. Repeat

Profits
§ Shiny new coins

Costs
§ Hardware
§ Electricity



Mining pool
Consistent reward

=> auth: {version:7, site_key:"yQu...cOz"} 
<= authed: {token:"", hashes:0}
<= job: {blob:"070...103", target:“00ffffff"}

=> submit: {nonce:"99bd1d53", result:“00c...ee9"}
<= hash_accepted: {hashes:256}

=> submit: {nonce:"f40ef4ed", result:“009...4a3"} 
<= hash_accepted: {hashes:512}



Alright gentlemen!

We need a new way to 
make loads of money!

Mine coins!

Mine coins 

without paying 

anything!



News (from 2017)



Web-based
cryptojacking



Mining in the browser

Fast execution
§ WebAssembly

Multi-threading
§ WebWorkers

Efficient communication
§ WebSockets



Proof of work
Wait, but mining on the CPU?

Bitcoin: SHA-256
§ GPU = ~30x CPUs
§ ASIC = ~400x GPUs

Monero: Cryptonight
§ Not much difference



Thus CoinHive was born



Detection



Not all mining is evil

Cryptojacking = Starts automatically, 
without explicit consent



Static detection
URL blacklist

§ *://*/*coinhive.min.js*
§ *://*.cdn-jquery.host/*
§ *://*.estream.to/player.js*

Known strings
§ miner.start();
§ window.CoinHive
§ CryptonightWASMWrapper

if (this['\x5f\x75\x73\x65\x72']) {
_0x8f4c0c['\x74\x79\x70\x65'] = _0x3cdb('0x44’);
_0x8f4c0c['\x75\x73\x65\x72'] = this['\x5f\x75\x73\x65\x72']();

} else if (this['\x5f\x67\x6f\x61\x6c']) {
_0x8f4c0c['\x74\x79\x70\x65'] = '\x74\x6f\x6b\x65\x6e’;
_0x8f4c0c[_0x3cdb('0x46')] = this[_0x3cdb('0x47’)];

}
if (this['\x70\x61\x72\x61\x6d\x73']['\x72\x65\x66']) {

_0x8f4c0c['\x72\x65\x66'] = this['\x70\x61\x72\x61\x6d\x73’]
}
if (this[_0x3cdb('0x33')]) {

_0x8f4c0c[_0x3cdb('0x48')] = this[_0x3cdb('0x33')];
}
this['\x5f\x73\x65\x6e\x64'](_0x3cdb('0x49'), _0x8f4c0c);



Execution traces



Execution traces



Results



Prevalence on 1M sites

Total: ~2,500 sites
-> About 1 in 500



Daily revenue
Top 10

§ 400,000 visitors
§ 6 minutes
§ 0.8 XMR -> ~180€/day

Average
§ 25,000 visitors
§ 3 minutes
§ 0.025 XMR -> ~5€/day



Money flow
Monero

§ Untraceable payments
§ Unlinkable transactions

CoinHive
§ Sitekey != Wallet address
§ 570 sitekeys on 830 sites

Web artifacts
§ Same mining script
§ Same WebSocket backend



Code similarity



Case study
311 sites with miner from advisorstat.space

Included via this banner

moradu.com -> netrevgo.com -> advisorstat.space



How about today

Monero to USD exchange rate, 2017 – 2018. Source: coinmarketcap.com

~ 1€/day for average website



How about today

Only ~300 miners now



Thanks for listening :)

Questions?

Contact
§m.musch@tu-bs.de
§@m4riuz


